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1. 1NTRODtlCTION

ln order to performnonlinear numeriCalanalyses of

geoteclmical structures, a simplified model for the

nonlinear stress-strain relationship of soil is needed.

In many cases, the stress-strain relation for soils is

modelled by means of various types of hyperbolic

equations, which have been used extensivelyinthe

finite element analyses of many practical geotech-

miCalapplications. The hyperbolic models incorporate

two parameters, soil peak血ear strength lmaX and

maximum血ear modulus Gmax. The parameter Gmax

in a monotonic loading (ML) test is commonly deter-

mined by extrapolating the stress-strain relation

towards zero-strain using a part of datawitha range

of血ear strain γ from, say, about 0.1% to that at the

peak. Obviously, the applicability of the model may

be properly evaluated only when bothGmax and lmax

are directly measured in a single test. Since such

experimentaldata of the ML tests is very limited,the

following aspects have not been血lly clarified yet:

( i )the physicalmeaning of the extrapolated Gmax,

and (ii) whether the hyperbolic model cantake

accollnt也e effect of i血erent anisotropy. For也e first

aspect, Shibuya et al. (1991) have recently reported

that the hyperbolic fitting was not capable of re-

presenting the overall stress-strain relation of various

soils and soft rocks andthe ratio of the value of Emax

(maximumYoung's moduhs) extrapolated using the

above一mentioned linear hyperbolic fitting method to

the measured EmaⅩ Was nOtunity forany material

examined, particularly 0. 1-0.2 for sands.

In this paper, the anisotropic stressIStrain behavior
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of wet-tamped Onahama sand, which was used for

the shaking table tests of ea血fill dam models (pong,

1991) , is discussed on the basis of the plane strain

compression test data, as reported by Dong et al.

(1990a, ち and 1991a). In these tests, the stiffness was

measured in succession for awide range of shear

strain from 10-6 to that after the peak.

2. NORMALIZED STRESS-STRAIN

RELATIONS H IP

The hyperbolic stress-strain relation using the true

values of Gmax and lmax is expressed in a general form

aS;

Fr ■■■~

Y-

1/ (C.Gmax) + γ/ (C2‰ax)

Ⅹ

1/cl +Ⅹ/C2

(1)

(1′)

where Y- 1/1max, Ⅹ- γ/yrand yFfmax/Gmax. cl and

c2 are the coefficients of correction for Gmaxand lmax ,

respectively, and y, stands for the reference strain. In

Eqs. ( 1 ) and (1′) , therelation whencl-C2-1.0wi11

herein be called the original hyperbolic equation

(OHE). Note that the value of Gmax was taken as the

slope of the initial linear portion, which appeared

witbin也e limiting shear strains of about 0.002% (see

Figs. 2 and 3 of Dons. etal., 1991a).

The stress-strain relations from the PSC tests of

Onabama sand were examined in tens of the nomal-

ized stress and strain, Y and X, as shown in Figs.

1 and 2. The secant血ear modulus, Y/Ⅹ, usedinFigs.

3and 4 is equivalent to Gsec/Gmax (a.∫., Gsec-1/γ).

The pe血ctly-linear material has a constant ratio of

(Y/X) - 1. 0throughout shearing. The proper evalua･

tion of the OHE as a soil model can be made only
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Fig. 1　Hyperbolic relations and observed stress-

strain relations, for differentangles 6 at 6,=

0.2kgf/cm2 in Y～Ⅹ relation; ( a ) small strains

and(b ) large strains

when the data is carefully examined both for small

strain levels (Figs. 1(a), 2(a), 3 and 4) and for

large strain levels (Figs. 1(b) and 2(b)). Note that

( i ) none of the overall stress-strain relations was

properly predicted by using the original hyperbolic

equation, ( ii ) the original hyperbolic equation over-

stimated the stiffness of the sand at the intemediate

strain or stress levels, (iii) the material exhibited

different degrees of non-linearity due to也e effect of

i血erent anisotropy. Namely,也e degree of non-line-

arity becomes larger as ♂ decreases from goo to Oo.

Tbe results of hyperbolic linear fitting in a plot of

X/Y versus X for the case of ♂-900 are shown in Fig.

5, in which the fitted (GmaⅩ)hf and (‰8Ⅹ)hf CO汀eSpOnd

to the inverse of the intersect at the axis of X-0 and

of the inclination of the fitted straigilt line multiplied

by Gmax andも8Ⅹ, respectively. The hyperbolic rela-
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Fig. 2　Hyperbolic relations and observed stress-

strain relations for different angles e at 63=

0.4kgf/cm2 in Y～Ⅹ relation; ( a ) small strains

and(ち ) large strains

tions for ♂-900 in tens of X and Y (Eq. 1′) withthe

values of cl and c2 Obtained from也e linear X/Y～Ⅹ

fitting (Fig. 5) are shown in Figs. 1 through 4. It may

be seen that也is relation models only the relations at

large strains, but fails in simulating the relations at

small strains. In particular, the stiffness at small

strains is largely underestimated.

3. CONCLUSIONS

1 ) The original hyperbolic equation, and its modified

version in which the parameters were detemined

from the stress-strain relations at large strains,

were found inapproptriate to model the whole

range of stress-strain relation from very small to

large strain levels of the wet-tamped sand.

2 ) The inherent anisotropy had a considerable effect

on也e nomalized stress-strain relation; i.e., the
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